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If you play this game, you need this table.

GRANGER LUCKY SEVEN

SEVEN SIDED POKER TABLE

GRANGER PLASTICS

This is a serious table.
You’ve got seven players. Now you have seven sides.
You want every advantage and zero distractions.
This table doesn’t wobble. It won’t tip or lean. It has no legs for
your opponents to knock into.
Each side has two chip racks, two drink holders—one for bottles,
one for highballs or an ashtray, a recessed card well with sloped
card/chip slide. All molded right in. Nothing to lose, nothing to
break. Wipe to clean.
This table gives you home field advantage.

Each player gets his or her own private arsenal of card tray,
2 chip racks and multiple beverage/snack/ash tray holders.

Choose your base, tabletop and tray colors separately. Match
your game cave décor. Or the colors of your favorite team. Or get
classy with custom granite mixtures that look like real stone. For
an additional charge, we’ll even personalize the table top with
your club’s personal motto, crest or logo. Or your own.
This table is beautiful, but it’s also tougher than nails. Bolts
together in minutes (all fasteners hidden from view.) Tabletop
disassembles intact from base for quick storage. All-weather
components let you play indoors or outdoors.
Can your table do any of this? Can any poker table do this? Not
for under a thousand dollars like this one. And we’ll bet on that.

Wide range of standard color combinations—or go all in
with custom finishes or your favorite team colors!

Custom colors and imprints cost extra and may require quantity orders.

Precision rotational molded polyethylene construction for
perfect fit, high-quality finish and durability

Due to continuous product improvement, some
descriptions may be different than actual product.
Please call Granger Plastics at 866 510-9701 for
current features and specifications.
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